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Introduction 
Adherent cells sense and respond to mechanical cues 

through a process called mechanotransduction. Via focal 

adhesions, actin fibers and lamin A/C the cues reach the 

nucleus where they are translated into a response, e.g. 

exerting contractile stress on their environment Fig. 1. In 

case of laminopathies, diseases were lamin A/C are 

missing or abberant, the mechanotransduction pathway is 

distrubed. A commonly used model for laminopathy is the 

lamin A/C knockout mouse embryonic fibroblast (MEF-/-). 

We hypothesize that this cell type is less contractile 

compared to their wildtype counterparts (MEF+/+) due to 

their disrupted actin fiber organization because of the 

missing connection between actin and the nucleus Fig. 1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Materials and Methods 
MEF-/- and MEF+/+ were cultured on thin film constructs 

[1] functionalized with parallel or perpendicular fibronectin 

lines. After two days, films were cut from the constructs 

and the stress generated by the monolayer of cells was 

determined from the film curvature combined with finite 

element modeling Fig. 2. Actin and nuclei were stained 

and their orientations were analyzed. Intracellular actin 

organization was scored by 5 independent researchers.  
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Results 
MEF-/- and MEF+/+ have similar actin fiber and nuclear 

orientation of the monolayer Fig. 3. The intracellular actin 

fiber organization is significantly different between cell 

types Fig. 4a-f. MEF+/+ can exert significantly more stress 

than MEF-/-, especially on the parallel lines Fig. 4g-h.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Discussion 
MEF+/+ mainly contain aligned actin fibers, that can 

cooperatively exert stress on their surrounding which leads 

to the high stress found with the thin film assay. Individual 

MEF-/- mainly contain little to no actin fibers (with a 

disrupted organization), which most likely leads to less 

efficient stress generation as observed in the thin film 

assay Fig. 4g-h. Looking forward, the thin film assay could 

be used as a diagnostic aid to determine e.g. the disease 

severity of laminopathy patients by means of the amount of 

decrease in stress compared to healthy individuals.  
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Fig. 2 a Schematic side view of bent thin films caused by the cell stress. 

b Top view image of bent thin films in medium; scale bar: 1 mm. c Side 

view of the finite element model of a thin film in deformed and reference 

state. Cell stress in the finite element model is iteratively increased until 

the model curvature matches the experimental curvature. Black lines: 

original length, red lines: projection length. 

Fig. 3 a-d Actin and nuclei of MEFs on a, b parallel and c, d 

perpendicular fibronectin lines. Scale bar: 100 μm. e-h Corresponding 

histograms of actin and nuclear orientation.  

Fig. 4 a Scoring of intracellular actin organization. Examples of cells with 

b abundant aligned fibers, c aligned fibers, d little/no fibers, e cortical 

fibers, and f disrupted organization. g Monolayer stress versus cell 

density. h normalized stress (monolayer stress/cell density). —: p<0.05, 

Kruskal-Wallis test with Bonferroni post-hoc analysis. 

Fig. 1 a 1) Mechanical cues from 

the environment are received by 

the focal adhesion, and 2) 

transported to the nucleus via 

respectively actin fibers, linker 

proteins and lamin A/C. 3) The 

cues are processed in the 

nucleus and 4) the cells respond 

by e.g. 5) exerting stress on their 

environment. b In lamin A/C 

deficient cells this process is 

disturbed due to the loss of 

connection to the nucleus. This 

also leads to a disrupted actin 

fiber organization.   


